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It’s time to create a more innovative
and efficient workplace.
At 360 Work Made Easy, we know you want to operate
your facility efficiently and confidently. To do that, you
need actionable and relevant data.
• Do you have the relevant and actionable data you
need to operate efficiently and confidently?
• Are your services and technology connected in one
easy-to-use dashboard?
• Are you able to communicate consistently in real-time
to building end-users?

A clear strategy will help you reduce risk and keep all
building occupants safe. Your employees need modern
systems and processes that can evolve as needs change,
but you don’t have to feel overwhelmed as you strive to
create a safe work environment. We know you want to feel
confident and prepared to protect your employees. That’s
why we recommend starting with a 360 assessment.
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360 Work Made Easy delivers intuitive
workplace experiences by connecting
the best of hospitality with the latest
technology and spatial analytics.
Our portfolio of integrated solutions optimizes
space and services seamlessly in today’s hybrid
workplace, with an emphasis on safety.
We make work easy for employees by providing
immediate access to on-site services and realtime data to make informed decisions about
their day, including availability of clean meeting
rooms, real-time floor populations, concierge
requests and more.

The three steps of developing a 360 plan are:
1. Perform a current state assessment and
gap analysis. Develop a customized plan
and cost estimate.
2. Pilot your customized plan.
3. Deploy your plan at scale.

Let's break down each step.
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1. Perform a current state assessment.
How effective are your current processes for checking in guests, cleaning,
ordering food and scheduling rooms? We’ll assess your existing building,
processes and systems to understand what tools you already have in place.
Next, we’ll analyze the results of your assessment, and then we’ll provide you
with a customized strategy and budget for accomplishing your priorities.
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2. Pilot your customized strategy.
Based on priorities identified during the assessment phase, we’ll pilot
your integrated technology solutions in one location by aligning existing
software platforms, rolling out operational changes, optimizing services
and evaluating results.
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3. Deploy at scale.
Armed with the results of your pilot, we’ll deploy your customized solution
at scale while monitoring for data accuracy, evolving needs and workforce
sentiment.
If you’re using Compass Group services, this plan includes ongoing support so
you can make improvements to your services year after year. If you’re utilizing
the dashboard and technology with your own vendors, then you’ll have the
data you need to make your own improvement strategies.

You are considering many factors as you manage the operations of a
busy office, but the burden of making your workplace safe shouldn’t rest
on your shoulders alone. 360 is ready to help you make your office a
modern, convenient, safe place to work.
Visit 360workmadeeasy.com to learn more,
and schedule your assessment today.
SCHEDULE AN ASSESSMENT

